GENERAL EDUCATION WRITING CURRICULUM

COMPOSITION

ENGL 111-E
Co-requisite for some multilingual students*

English 101-E
Composition I for multilingual students

English 101
Composition I

English 102-E
Composition II for multilingual students

English 102
Composition II

First-Year Seminar
Various topics/depts., “100G/S” courses

SEMINR 125G/126G/127G
FYS for multilingual students

SEMINR 114G
SEAS - Investigations across the Curriculum

SEAS - Preparation for critical analysis**

CRW 112

FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR

College of Management

Placement Exam
College of Management Writing Assessment

BC 290 / BC 230
Business Communication

Intermediate Seminar

All Other Colleges

Intermediate Seminar
Various topics/depts. “200G” courses

Writing Proficiency Requirement
EWRAP / WPE

*ENGL 111E must be taken concurrently with ENGL 101E and must be completed before taking SEMINR 125G/126G/127G.